PIE Proposed Measures

1a  SW Water Treatment Plant Ring Dike
2a  Sterling Levee: Protection/Overflow
2b  SR-9 to BNSF Levee Alignment
3a,3b 3-Bridge Corridor Right Bank Setback
3c,3d 3-Bridge Corridor Left Bank Alignment
4a  Anac. Water Treatment Plant Ring Dike
5a  MV Left Bank Levee/Floodwall
5b,5c MV Right Bank Levee Alignment
6a  Riverbend Cut-off Levee Alignment
7a  Nookachamps Storage Levee
7b  Nookachamps Storage ex-DeBay area
7c  Sterling Storage Levee
8a  Clear Lake Levee Alignment
9a  Water Surface Control Structure
10a,12a Left Bank Improvements: MV to Mouth
10b,11a Right Bank Improvements: MV to Mouth
-  Seattle City Light: Add. Storage
-  PSE: Add. Storage

Others
-  Swinomish Bypass
-  Debris Management
-  Ring Dikes
-  Over Topping
-  Set Back levees
-  Dry Slough Conveyance
-  Non-Structural: Buy-Out/Relocation